tomorrow...SPU will provide additional input)
support of this effort. I'l defer td
land the operational side to provide more details on what's
going on there....
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Assistant General Counsel
Science and Technology Law Unit
Special Technologies and Applications Office
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—Original Message—
From:
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I c y P ) (FBI)
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Monday. December 11, 2006 3:34 PM
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Subject:
FW: Search Return and Collection
Importance:
High
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All,
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]12/11/06:
Referencing telephone call with OGC Atty£
CTD needs the Search Return for the conducted survey as soon as possible, today if possible.
Unbelievably even more important, to state the obvious, we, the FBI, need to collect inteli ~

SPUDoes PG have what they need to submit the Search Return? CTD needs that Search Return
as soon as possible, if not today.
CEAU- CTD briefed the FISA Review Board that 12/18/06 was the projected collection date. Legally,
we need collection even sooner, if possible, for presentation to the
FISC. Upon
collection, please provide PG with the specifics so that they can submit the Search Return.
OGCLegally, are we on point here?
PGAny operational highlights?
b6
Not intending to add to the administrative requirements, please copy myself andj
|on
all communications, e-mail and telephone calls, to ensure proper coordination of efforts. CTD is
required to coordinate the efforts of FBIHQ/CTD, FBI PG, CEAU/OTD, OST/SPU, OGC/NSLB, and
OIPR, and answer to the FISC.
Thanks
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